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in

PNEUMONIA
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CLINICAL.

The diminution of the chlorides in the urine in

pneumonia was discovered by Redtenbacher (1). This

was in the year 1846. The discovery was made incid¬

entally during an investigation into the relation be¬

tween the amount of inorganic salts in the urine and

its specific gravity. He investigated in all nearly

eighty cases and came to the conclusion "that the

chlorine compounds in the urine ixi inflammation of the

lungs are in direct proportion to the increase and de¬

crease of the inflammation itself." His observations

seem to have attracted considerable attention and in

year 1852' we find an important paper on the subject by

L.S.Beale. (2) We shall have to refer in detail to

this paper at a later period but may state here that

Beale concluded "That in pneumonia there is a total

absence of sodium chloride in the urine at or about

the period of hepatization" and that soon after resol¬

ution it is restored often in considerable quantity.

In 1869 in a paper by Unruh (3) tables are given show-
v

ing the course of the chloride excretion, in pneumonia

but without adding much to our knowledge. Fraenkel

in tne ChariteAnnualen for 1870 deals with the post
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critical output of urea and incidentally records some

observations on the chlorides. We shall have occa¬

sion to refer to his observations when dealing with

the post critical chloride excretion. Rohmann (4)

in a paper published in 1880 was the first to prove

that the diminished chloride excretion is really de¬

pendent upon its temporary retention within the body.

Tne most recent contribution to the clinical side of

the subject has been from Terray (5) who investigated

the chloride excretion in five cases of pneumonia, of

one of which he gives a detailed table. Excluding

the observations of Redtenbacher, the cases detailed

by the above writers do not amount to much more than a

dozen in all. In some points their statements pre¬

sent considerable discrepancies but from their coll¬

ective results the following facts emerge.

(1) Chloride output during pneumonia is dim¬

inished. s

(2) This diminution is due to retention.

(3) After the crisis there is often an ex¬

cessive excretion.

The points which still require further eluci¬

dation by clinical observation are, these, - (1) The

degree of diminution in the excretion of chlorides.

Historical
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As to this tne statements of different writers are

very conflicting. To read Redtenbacher one would

think tnat in all cases of pneumonia the urinary clilar^

ides entirely disppear while others assert that these

are never, under any circumstances, altogether absent.

(2) The relation of the diminution to the amount of

fever. As many of the classical observations were

made before the days of clinical thermometers, this

still requires clearing up. (3) The influence upon

the excretion of the extent of lung inflamed. Very

little reference is made to this in the literature

and yet, it is a point of much importance both in <etiol-i

ogical, diagnostic and prognostic relations. (4) The

relationship between the behaviour of the chlorides

and that of the other urinary constituents - especially

other mineral salts. This is of importance from the

point of view of the metabolic changes in acute fevers

(5) The association between the presence or absence of

chlorides and tnat of albumen in the urine. The

special bearing of this will be seen when we come to

discuss the cause of the disappearance of the chlorides

The attention of the writer was specially dir¬

ected to the elucidation of these points in the clini¬

cal part of this investigation. The facts on which

Points still

requiring
investigation
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his conclusions are founded include daily qualitative

estimations of the total chloride excretion in twelve

cases of pneumonia throughout the course of the fever,

and for some time into convalescence. He has also

made qualitative observations in a much larger number

of other cases. A selection of these cases will be

found in the accompanying protocols along with all de¬

tails. A brief statement may be permitted at this

point regarding tne methods employed in these clinical

observations. The chlorides were estimated always

as sodium chloride and as a rule the estimates refer

to periods of 24 hours. In some cases it is found

impossible to get the total amount of urine collected.

This happens sometimes owing to delirium of the patient

with involuntary evacuations. In tnese cases the

sign + is placed after the amount of urine stated. In

one or two instances specimens were entirely lost or

were mixed with other urine. This happened in cases

3 L 7 through the fault of the patient or attendant.

In that case the column is left blank. The chloride

estimations were made for the most part by the method

of Volhard. The method of Mohr is sufficiently

accurate for all ordinary purposes provided, as

Hoppe Seyler suggests, 1 c c. be deducted

Metnod
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from the total quantity of silver solution used to

allow for substances with which silver unites more

readily than it does with the chromate. Where small

quantities of chloride have to be estimated the method Method.

of Volhard is the only one of sufficient accuracy. It

is too well known to need description here. I may

now pass to the results of ray own observations and

shall consider them under the heads mentioned above.

(1) Amount of diminut ion.

On tnis subject as has been said, considerable

diversity of statement exists. From the original

observations of Redtenbacher one would understand that

he had always found entire absence of chloride at the

height of the disease. Otners, again, have denied
Degree of

its entire absence under any circumstances. Both
diminution

extremes are undoubtedly wrong. Of the eight consec¬

utive cases, of which protocols are given, chlorides

were entirely absent at some period in three. By en¬

tirely absent one means that on addition of nitrate of

silver and nitric acid to a. sample , not a trace of a

precipitate appeared. In four of the cases at the

time of maximum reduction a trace was still present

I.e. an amount which though appreciable could not be

accurately estimated - probably a few centigrams
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per diem. In only one was there a considerable amount

of chloride present at the height of the disease. (We

shall refer to this case again when discussing rela¬

tion of chloride to prognosis) In the nine cases of

which brief records are given by Beale in the paper

already referred to, total absence of chloride occurred

apparently in as many as six. In the remainder,

traces were present throughout the disease. I have

made rough observations on a large nuniber of addition¬

al cases and am able confidently to affirm that total-

absence of chloride in urine does sometimes occur for

a longer or shorter period during the course of a

\

pneumonia. The total absence may last only for a few

days or even one day; occasionally it persists throvgh

out the whole length of the attack (case V). If total

absence falls on one day only,that is not necessarily

at the height of the disease. In the majority of

cases the chloride is diminished to such an extent

that mere traces of it are present for at least one or

two days. Rarely does the average daily excretion

during the disease excede two grammes sodium chloride

(i.e.# - i" normal)

(2) We may turn now to the investigation of

the relationship between the chloride excretion and

Degree of
Diminution
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the neignt of the fever present. As we snail see

later it is of great importance to determine this

point before one comes to inquire into the cause of

the diminished cnloride excretion in pneumonia. We

have given parallel charts showing the temperature and

the corresponding amount of chloride excreted in six

cases. This serves to bring the two processes into

graphic contrast. Leaving the question of diet out

of account for the present, we can see at a glance

that there is no parallelism between temperature and

chloride excretion in the same case. Nor is there any

general connection at all to be discovered between

height of feyer and degree of chloride diminution. A

case with a very high temperature may have a consider¬

able chloride output, whilst a case with almost an

absence of fever may have practically no chloride in

the urine at all. As proof of these statements, we

woxild cite case 3 (Gardiner) who on the fourth day

of the disease had an average temperature of 102°

with a total sodium chloride output of 2. 4 grammes.

On the ninth day the average temperature was the same

but the sodium chloride output was now 6.02 grammes,

whilst the amount of sodium chloride in the diet had

only increased by 0.3 grammes.Again in case (^(tefeKenziei

Temperature

k Chloride

Excretion.
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we have a patient with a temperature of not more than

98°F. showing an entire absence of cnloride from the

urine whilst in case (2) (Flanuigan) we have a patient

with a temperature of 103°F. with a chloride output of

two grammes in the corresponding 24 hours. We may as¬

sert therefore,that the degree of diminution of tne

chloride output in pneumonia is in no way related to

the amount of fever present i.e. there is no ratio be¬

tween temperature arid excretion. This absence of any

traceable connection between chloride output and de¬

gree of fever need not surprise us when we recollect

that the height of the temperature is no criterion of

the severity of a case of pneumonia. Is there then

(3) any relation between the severity of the disease

and the amount of chloride excreted? By severity of

disease in this connection I mean the extent of lung

involved.for although there are other modifying con¬

ditions which may render a ease severe, yet this is

the only reliable objective standard of comparison.

In trying to arrive at a sound conclusion on this part

of our subject one is met by considerable difficulties,

It is by no means always easy to say definitely how

much of the lung is involved in any given case of

pneumonia. The hepatized area may be deeply placed

and inaccessible to percussion; the condition of the

I Influence of

Temperature.

Influence of
amount of

lung involved
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patient may not justify the exposure and movement in¬

volved in a careful delimitation of the area of hepa¬

tization from day to day. One can always fall back

upon post mortem evidence. Is there any proportion

between the diminution of chloride during life and

the amount of consolidation found after death. The

reply of both post mortem and clinical evidence is

that there is no certain relationship between the ex¬

tent of lung consolidated and the diminution of the

chloride excretion . It is possible that if one were Influence of
amount of

to examine a sufficiently large number of cases of ex- Lung involved.

tensive consolidation and compare' them with a similar

number of cases of limited consolidation^ that the

reduction of the chloride excretion would be, on the

whole, greater in the former than in the latter. I

have not a sufficiently large number of statistics to
t

enable me to give a decision on this point but of this

there is no doubt that cases do occur in which there

is only a very limited consolidation but yet in which

the chloride excretion is entirely or almost entirely

abolished. As examples I may quote cases five and

six (Gray and McKenzie). In the former the consoli¬

dation could be made out to be limited almost exactly

to the middle lobe of the right lung - yet chloride
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was entirely absent from the urine, while in the lat¬

ter no definite consolidation could be detected on per¬

cussion, and auscultation showed, physical signs over

an area of only about two square inches, yet again,

chloride was quite absent. On the other hand, in the

case of McDonald (6) the post mortem showed the left

lung to be practically entirely consolidated - yet.

the average chloride excretion during the illness was

nearly % grammes daily. There is, therefore, no

necessary ratio between diminution of chloride and a-

mount of lung involved. This is further borne out by; I&fluence of
extent of

the fact, wnich a glance at our table will show, that

there is not always a progressive diminution of chlor¬

ide as consolidation spreads. On the contrary, the

diminution is often greater in early days of the in¬

flammation when the consolidation is comparatively

limited in extent than it is later, when the consoli¬

dation became more widespread. We have not had the

good fortune to be able to observe a case from its

very outset but Von Noorden cites one in which even in

the first 24 hours the - chloride excretion had fallen

to 2.2 grammes.

(4) it is of interest to ascertain the behaviour

consolidatinn
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of some of the other principal urinary ingredients

during the course of a pneumonia. This information
i

jis of value not merely from what it tells us of the
relation of these substances to the general metabolism

but also from the light which, as we shall afterwards

see, it throws upon the cause of the chloride reten¬

tion. The behaviour of urea has Behaviour of
other urinary

been most subjected to research. These researches ingredients,

have reference, for the most part? to the excretion of

urea in febrile conditions and pneumonia has not un-

frequently been taken as one of the types of fever in¬

vestigated. So thoroughly has this part of the sub¬

ject been dealt with that I have not considered it

necessary to make any fresh observations upon it, but

shall refer to the results already published by others.

It has been found by Unruh that the urea ex¬

cretion is increased in pneumonia as in other fevers,

and further that the increased excretion lasts for

some days after the crisis. Indeed there is often
Urea.

to be observed a considerable rise in the excretion

just at and immediately subsequent to the crisis. The

later observations of Fraenkel (6) confirm these re¬

sults. It has more recently been shown by the care¬

ful observations of Wood and Marshall (7) that while
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it is true that during fever urea excretion is in¬

creased yet there is no exact parallelism between the

temperature chart and that of the urea output. More

interesting, perhaps because less studied, than the

behaviour of the organic urinary constituents is the

amount of excretion of mineral substances other than

chlorides during the course of pneumonia. Yet to

these so much attention has not been directed. The

amount of sulphates has been carefully estimated by

Furbringer (8). He found that during the febrile,

period the output of sulphates was greater than normal

- greater in pneumonia than any cineo" fever - while

during convalescence it sunk below normal. Neubauer

and Vogel quote additional analyses showing the same

fact. The few observations I have made would confirm

these results.

For reasons which will appear later, I have

subjected the phosphoric acid output to a closer exam¬

ination. The statements of different writers on this

subject are very conflicting. Von Jaksch states in

his Clinical Diagnosis that he has, unlike others, •

found phosphoric acid increased in some,though not all,

cases of lobar pneumonia in children. Neubauerquint es

Brattler, that there is increased excretion in acute

Sulphates

Phosphates
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febrile conditions. He himself gives figures in

pneumonia showing, in some cases, an increase, in

others, a diminution. He says,- "in diseases of short

duration even although accompanied by much fever the

diminution of the phosphoric acid .is at times scarcely

(perceptible." The detailed observations of my own

cases will be found in the protocols along with charts

but I may state that the nett result showed that

phosphoric acid tended to be slightly increased during

the fever, falling after the crisis^but showing occas¬

ionally a rise about the 3rd or 4th day of conval¬

escence. One may say then, that the other urinary

ingredients do not in the least behave in pneumonia as

the chlorides do. They tend to be increased during

the fever whilst the chlorides are diminished, the in¬

crease being usually absolute and not merely relative

to diet. Marked diminution - much more total ab¬

sence,- is characteristic of the chlorides and of them

alone.

(5) The relation of albuminuria in the course of a

pneumonia to the chloride excretion is a point, the

importance of which, will only appear later. Is

there any ratio between the amount or frequency of
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i
| albuminuria in urine and the degree of diminution of

|the chloride? We would reply in the negative. In

the first place albuminuria only occurs in 745$ of

j cases of pneumonia while the diminution of the chlor-
j

ides is the rule.

Fraenkel and Reiche (10)found albuminuria in 24 out

| of 36 fatal cases.

Rosenstein (11) in 130 cases found albuminuria

in 23%.

Craener (12)

Stortz

Bleuler

in 4^9# of 66 cases

in 259 in 42^

in 121 in 52%

An examination of individual cases also shews

the absence of any relation between albuminuria and

chloride excretion. Thus in some of the writer's

cases entire absence of chloride coincided with ab¬

sence of albumin in the urine whereas in others

both chlorides and albumin were present in fair

abundance.

(6) Post critical excretion. If we would under¬

stand the significance of'the diminution of the chlor¬

ides during the febrile period of a pneumonia, we must

study carefully its behaviour for some time after {he

Alburainuri a

and

Chloride
excretion
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crisis. This I have been able to do in most cases

and I have compared my results with the figures given

in the tables of other writers (See Unruh, Fraenkel

and Rohmann already quoted) If the accompanying

charts be examined it will be seen that the behaviour

of the urinary chlorides after the crisis is as strik¬

ing as during the febrile period of the disease. It

will be noted that the excretion continues very low -

sometimes absent - for some time after the temperature

hat fallen. The crisis is not immediately followed by

an increase in the chlorides. It is hot, as a rule,

till at least two days after the temperature has

fallen that chloride reappears. This, it sometimes

does with the most striking suddenness. I have fre¬

quently seen the chlorides practically absent from the

urine on one day, while on the day following they were

present in an amount almost equal to the normal.

This sudden and excessive excretion may be

called the epicritical excretion. It may reach the

normal daily chloride excretion (10 grammes) or fall

somewhat short of that amount, but is always in excess

of the amount of chloride ingested in the correspond¬

ing period of time. It is analagous to the large

urea excretion wnich follows the crisis - the so

Post-critical.

Excretion.
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called epicritical urea excretion which has been more

studied. Tnese two, however, are not coincident. In

the tables given by Unruh and others it is seen that

tne epicritical nitrogen excretion usually follows

immediately upon the crisis, wnile in the case of the

chlorides as we have seen, two days usually elapse

before the excess appears. The significance of these

epicritical excretions, I shall have occasion to dis¬

cuss later in the clinical part of this thesis. I

shall only remark that the epicritical chloride ex¬

cretion will be seen, on reference to tne charts, to be

sometimes, though by no means always, followed by a

temporary fall , which in turn is succeeded by a grad¬

ual rise till the normal is reached arid maintained

till complete convalescence.

I may now summarise succintly the facts relat¬

ing to the chloride excretion in pneumonia which have

been ascertained from the above observations and those

of others, before proceeding to a consideration of the

inferences derivable from these facts, which may be of

diagnostic or prognostic value. I would accentuate

the statement that so far we have been dealing simply

with the phenomena observable clinically during the

Epi-critical

excretion.
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course of the disease. We are not yet concerned witn

the nature or cause of the diminution in the chloride

excretion. The facts, then, are as follows*. -

During the course of a pneumonia, there is to

be observed a diminution in the amount of chloride in

the urine. This diminution begins

almost simultaneously with the onset of the disease

and lasts up to and after the crisis. It is not

necessarily, however, progressive.

The degree of diminution is variable. The average

excretion is perhaps 1 grammes chloride daily, or

! I J-
about is -1**- of the normal

It frequently, however, sinks much below this

point and may even be entirely absent from the urine

altogether.

The degree of diminution bears no definite

relation to the amount of fever present nor to the ex¬

tent of lung involved. Nor is it affected by the co¬

existence or not of albuminuria. The chlorides are

the only urinary ingredients which show such diminu¬

tion. Urea, sulphates, and phosphates are all in¬

creased during the fever, the two latter not so con¬

stantly, however, as the former. After the crisis

chloride does not immediately reappear but remains

Summary o f

clinical

facts.
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absent or much diminished usually for at least, two

days. It then reappears^ often in relatively very

large amount., and subsequently returns gradually to

normal.

We come now to the important question of the

diagnostic value of the diminished chloride excretion,1

Can one infer from it the presence of pneumonia or is

it ever of any help in diagnosis? To these questions

various replies have been given. We are inclined to

think that this question has been to some extent lost
Diagnostic*

sight of in modern medicine. A generation ago it value of
chloride

seems to have been more considered than it is how. diminution

In the text books of medicine and even in those which

deal specially with the subject of diagnosis, the

question of the diagnostic value of the behaviour of

the urinary chlorides is hardly referred to. The

tendency seems to be to regard their occasional dis¬

appearance rather as an interesting fact in chemical

pathology than as of any real service to the physician.

In trying to arrive at sound conclusions on this sub¬

ject, I propose to consider the value of the behaviour

of the chlorides as an aid in the diagnosis of pneu¬

monia. (1) from other acute fevers (2) from other

pulmonary diseases.
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It may be remarked in the first place that

"fever" does not per se necessarily lead to a diminu¬

tion in the excretion of chlorides. On this point

some confusion has crept in owing to a neglect to take

into account the diet of the patient. On "the re-
Effect of

stricted diet of fever the intake of chlorides is
Diet.

of necessity reduced and as: a direct consequence there

follows a diminution in the chloride excretion.

Suppose, for example, that 4% pints of milk are taken

by a fever patient in the course of 24 hours; this

would contain, roughly, something like "3/% grammes of

sodium chloride. Hence the quantity excreted in the

urine cuuld not be expected to exceed this amount.

Now, in many cases of fever no reduction of ex¬

cretion below that due to diminished * ingestion occurs

I have satisfied myself that this is so by the exam¬

ination of several cases even with a persistently high

temperature. It appears to hold good for all cases

of chronic and prolonged fever. To this class be¬

longs, in particular, typhoid fever. Accordingly we Chlorides in

find that it is only in the early stages of this fever typhoid,

that there is any marked deduction of the chlorides.

Moos states that the chlorides in typhoid are lowest

during the first week.
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The following table constructed from the obs¬

ervations of Moos arid .of Brattler (Ein Beitrag zur

Urologie, p. 19) shows the average chloride excretion

per day in each week of the fever.

1st week

2nd 11

3rd 11

4th

5 th 11

Moos (18 cases)

0.9 gr

1.1 »

2.4 «

10.7 ■

Brattler (10 cases)

1.8 gr^:
2.8 »

1.7 «

3.7 «

5.2 «

In Unruh's (3) cases the average daily excre¬

tion is even higher, amounting to nearly 5 grammes.

Terray (13) gives daily analyses in one case. The

average was 3.4, grammes per day It will thus be'

noticed that the reduction of the chlorides in typhoid

is not marked except during the first week and even

then is by no means at zero. In a doubtful case,

therefore, a reduction of chlorides to anything like

near the vanishing point would be against the diag¬

nosis of enteric fever. Especially would this be the

case if diarrhoea were absent, for the existence of

the latter may carry off a good deal of chloride by

the intestine and so lead to a diminution in that

Typhoid
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excreted by the kidney. Howitz (42) indeed, asserts

that he has been able to diagnose the supervention of

pneumonia in the course of typhoid fever by a sudden

diminution in the urinary chlorides.

Typhus is a typically acute fever and in it,

therefore, one would expect to meet with a much more

marked reduction of chlorides. This is found to be

the case. Thus Murchison (14) asserts that by the

eighth day of a typhus there is a mere trace of chlor¬

ide in the urine and in severe cases is it entirely

absent. Parkes (30) makes a very similar statement.

On the other hand, in the cases recorded by Unruh

(op. cit.) the daily average in one case amounted to

2.2 daraxdxss while in two others it was more than three

Bennett (15) also mentions a case where he was able to

diagnose the development of pneumonia in a patient who

already had typhus by the sudden fall in the excretion

of chlorides. I have myself-only had the opportunity

of examining the urine in one case of typhus. The

chlorides were reduced to a mere trace. It should be

stated, however, that the existence of pneumonia in

addition was also suspected.

As regards the behaviour of the chlorides in

scarLat fever, but few observations are on record.

Typhus



CHLORIDEEXCRETIONINSCARLATINA.
Case

DSy

Quantityof urineinc.c
NaCIin24hrs.

R>0Sin 24hrs

NaCI infood
Temperature

1.

3rd

570

0.8

almost absent

1.39gr

101-101.6

2.

5th

560

0.8

0.341

1.59

10.5-102

3,

4th

825

2.39

1.32

1.1

102.6-101

4.

5th

968

4

0.96

1.59

101.4-102

5.

3rd

750

0.97

1.57

1,19

103.6-104

6.

?

909

5.7

3.40

103
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Brattler (op cit.) states that they are sometimes

greatly diminshed. I have estimated the chlorides

myself in 6 cases taken at different times and the re¬

sults are contained in the table on the opposite page

I subsequently examined other 2 cases - neither

at the height of the fever but each showing the pres¬

ence of albumin in the urine. In both#the chlor¬
ides were abundant. Regarding the results as a whole

it will be seen that the chlorides are not constantly

reduced in scarlatina and in this my results confirm

the quotation from Brattler. In several of the cases

the amount excreted will be observed not to fall short

of that ingested in the corresponding period of time.

The cause of the variations in different cases it

would be difficult to say, but I would only emphasise

here a fact, the full bearing of which, will only be

seen later - that these variations seem to have no re¬

lation to the presence or absence of albuminuria.

In the few cases of diphtheria which I have

examined I have found no diminution in the chlorides

further than would be easily accounted for by the lim¬

ited diet.

In acute rheumatism I believe that the chlor¬

ides are sometimes much reduced., I have not been
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I

|
|
|able to get specimens from many typical cases but in

one at least, in which, too, t-here was no sign of any

pulmonary complication, I found the chlorides reduced

for one or two days to a mere trace. This, however,

was certainly exceptional. Still there can be no

|doubt that marked diminution of the urinary chlorides
I

|
would be no certain diagnostic between croupous pneu¬

monia and rheumatic fever.

In Malaria the behaviour of the chlorides is

altogether exceptional. Instead of being at all dim¬

inished they are actually increased during the period

of fever. Observations on this point will be found

in the papers of Rohmann, Terray and others already

quoted. The other solid ingredients of the urine are

increased at the same time. This would appear to

hold good for all varieties of malarial fever. The

explanation of this anomaly must be deferred till

later, but at present I would simply point out that

the fact is worth bearing in mind from a diagnostic

point of view. In a doubtful case it might prove of

considerable value.

I have had no opportunity of examining the

urine in cases of relapsing fever or of smallpox. In

the former the chlorides are said to be considerably

Acute

Rheumatism

ilal ar i a
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reduced (see Unruh and others) as regards the latter

I can find no definite statement.

To sum up regarding the aid which diminution

of the urinary chlorides gives us in the diagnosis of

pneumonia from other acute fevers, it is obvious that

the chloride diminution is not pathognomic of pneumonia

It occurs in that disease however, more constantly

and more markedly than in any other. It is therefore

of considerable negative value. That is to say, a

case of high fever which shows abundant chloride in

urine is almost certainly not a case of pneumonia.

On the other hand, a case of high fever with great

diminution of chlorides, is not necessarily pneumonia.

It might, for instance, be a case of typhus, or, less

probably, a case of acute reheumatism. In typhoid,

as we have seen, the chloride diminution does not

often approach in degree that of pneumonia. In the

diagnosis of pneumonia from malaria an estimation of

the chloride is of positive value; it is increased

in the latter and diminished in the former.

In the diagnosis of pneumonia from other pul¬

monary diseases, an estimate of the chloride is of

much more help. Croupous pneumonia is the only pul¬

monary disease associated with a constant and marked
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diminution of chlorides. Thus in pleurisy, even with

large effusion, there is not, as a rule, any marked dim¬

inution of chlorides. Even with the chest three-parts

full of a recent effusion, I have found the chlorides

in normal amount. Brattler (op cit p. 48) gives two

cases of pleurisy with effusion accompanied by high

temperature. In one, the daily chloride excretion

amounted to 3 and in the other to 8^2 grammes. In

empyema also there is no diminution. I have seen a

patient who had had a pneumonia,, chlorides then re¬

turned to the urine and the patient was apparently

convalescent when fever developed again arid extension

of the dullness occurred. No fluid was found on

puncture and it was concluded that he had a fresh ex¬

tension of pneumonia. The chlorides, however, re¬

mained abundant and ultimately an empyema was found.

In acute phthisis even with a continuous temperature

of 104" I have found plenty chlorides in the urine.

When pneumonia develops round a pythisical focus, then

the chlorides diminish. I am inclined to believe

that in such a case the diminution does not occur to

so marked a degree as in an idiopathic pneumonia, but

on this point my observations- are not sufficiently

numerous to justify a dogmatic statement.

Pleurisy

Empyema
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In broncho-pneumonia I have failed to find the

diminution which some writers have asserted to occur.

In several cases of that disease in children in which

I have examined the urine, chlorides have always been

present. The behaviour of the chlorides is also a

help in those cases of pneumonia in which physical

signs are either entirely absent or are delayed in

their appearance. In such cases the chloride dimin¬

ution occurs as usual and I have known it prove of

great value in diagnosis. It is also a valuable aid

in cases where a thorough physical examination cannot

be made on account of exhaustion of the patient.

A general consideration of what has been stated

in the above paragraph justifies, I think, the opinion

that a more routine estimation of the urinary chlor¬

ides should be made in all cases of acute fever and

of pulmonary diseases of doubtful nature. In neglect¬

ing such estimation one may be neglecting a powerful

aid to correct diagnosis.

The question of the prognostic value of the

behaviour of the chlorides may be very briefly dis¬

missed. It is of no apparent value at all. Cases

of pneumonia in which chlorides are totally absent

are not necessarily more severe than those in which

-Prognostic

Value .
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the diminution does not reach such a degree. A con¬

sideration of the appended cases indicates this quite

distinctly. Nor can one say that there is any necess¬

ary connection between commencing return of chlorides

and commencing resolution. In at least two cases I

have known death to occur after the chlorides in the

urine had begun to reappear.
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II

PATHOLOGICAL.

Before attempting a reply to the question, Why

is the excretion of Chlorides in urine in pneumonia

so much diminished? it may be well to define somewhat

more accurately than we have hitherto done the nature

of the problem with which we are confronted. We

have hitherto spoken merely of a diminished chloride

excretion. We have not attempted any comparison of

the amount of chlorides taken in during an attack of

pneumonia with the amount which is given out in a

corresponding period of time. Yet until this has

been done we are unable to say whether we have or

have not to deal with a true retention of that sub¬

stance within the body. This question can only be

answered by the exact estimation of the chlorides in

the diet of a patient suffering from pneumonia before

and after the crisis. Few such estimations have been

undertaken. Indeed, until recently, the only ones

which existed were those of Rohmann (4). Since the

investigations of the writer were commenced some addi¬

tional facts have been furnished in the paper of

Terray (5). Rohmann examined the Chlorides in the diet

of three, patients and comparedit with the total amount
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the

excreted.He found that the amount ingested duringAfev-

er period exceeded that excreted by 1-2 grammes per

diem. Terray only gives figures from one case. He

also found retention of almost 2 grammes daily 6f

sodium chloride. Rohmann's cases were only observed

for a short time after tne crisis; Terray's case was

under observation for about a fortnight later. Both

observers found that after the crisis there is, for a

longer or shorter time, an increased excretion.so

that more is given out than is taken in. The estima¬

tion of the chlorides in the diet during the course

of the fever presents no special difficulties. The

diet during this time is simple arid as a rule fairly

constant. On several patients who were fed on milk

only during the febrile period observations were made.

The amount of milk consumed was carefully measured, by

the frequent analysis of samples the amount of chlor¬

ides contained in it was easily ascertained. This

was found to be very constant - about 1.5 grammes In

every litre. The detailed figures of tne daily in¬

take and urinary excretion of chloride will be found

in the protocols of these cases (Nos3, *}
A true retention of chlorides was found, to occur dur¬

ing the course of the disease. In case 5 (Gray)
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this was strikingly brought out. The analysis of the

milk consumed in this case showed an average daily in¬

take of about 3 grammes while in the urine practically A true
retention

no chlorides were being excreted. We nave to do nere occurs

with, as far as the urine is concerned, a true reten¬

tion of chloride; not a mere diminution of it corres¬

ponding to the limited diet. The results of observa¬

tion in the other cases, although not so striking,

harmonised with the result in this case (see proto¬

cols) .

It is equally important , to know the relation

of intake to output after the crisis has occurred.

All the more is this the case as the existing observa¬

tions are not only scanty but in some details somewhat

contradictory. It therefore seemed necessary to the

writer to make some additional observations on this

point. In order that the conditions may be as natur¬

al as possible no special restrictions must be placed

upon the diet of the patient. The exact estimation

of chlorides in a mixed diet from day to day, is, how¬

ever, a very laborious undertaking and accordingly

only two cases could be investigated. The method of

procedure was as follows. During the febrile period

the patient was fed on milk and beef tea, only..
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The amounts of these were carefully measured and the

chlorides estimated in samples. The total quantity of

urine in 24 hours was carefully collected and the

chlorides estimated in the usual manner. After the

crisis,the patients were allowed to eat as much as they

wished. The dietary was restricted,however,to the foll¬

owing ingredients - milk, bread, soup and mince. The

quantity of each of these ingredients taken in 24 hours

was carefully measured and weighed and samples of each

analysed and the amount of contained chlorides estim¬

ated. The first case investigated will be found in

protocol 7 (Molloy), The second patient only came under

observation on the 5th day of his illness and at that

time the urine was practically free from chloridesj

next day there was a mere trace of chlorides. On these

two days 4% grammes of sodium chloride were ingested,

on the 7.th and 8th days chlorides had begun to re¬

appear and slightly exceeded the amount taken in the

food. The crisis occurred on the 9th day and was acr

companied by a fresh retention. Accurate estimation oi

chlorides in the diet was not begun for other three

days, after which it was continued for a week. During

all this time the amount of chlorides in the urine mark¬

edly exceeded-usually indeed, nearly doubled that in

Comparison
of

Intake and

output

Method

1st case
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the food (see tables). At the end of a week the obs¬

ervations were obliged to be interrupted as patient

got up and it was no longer possible to collect urine

with sufficient exactness. The other case (No. 8)

was one which I had the opportunity of observing in

the Deaconess Hospital. Up till the crisis a compar¬

ison of.amount of sodium chloride excreted in the urine

with that ingested, shows a considerable retention of

sodium chloride in the body. On the day succeeding

the crisis the amount of the sodium chloride excreted

was practically equal to tnat ingested. After this,

however, the amount excreted rose considerably above

that ingested. This continued till the observations
the

were obliged to be interrupted six days aft er^ crisis.

In the first of the two cases the excess in excretion

after the crisis was certainly greater than would be

accounted for by the amount of chlorides retained dur¬

ing the fever, and it is probable that had we been able

to carry the investigation further, a second retention

would have been found to occur before the balance was

reached.- In the case recorded by Terray this was

actually found to occur to some extent. The meaning

of this excessive excretion we shall have occasion to

discuss later on. We learn, then, that careful

2nd ease



comparison of the amount of sodium chloride taken in

by a patient with pneumonia with that excreted in the

same period of time shows that there is during the dis
the

ease as far as^urine at least is concerned not merely

a dimunition of chlorides , but evidence of a true re¬

tention of them within the body. After the crisis

this chloride which has been retained would seem to be

excreted again so that the amount in the urine now

rises above the total in the diet, not only so, but

the post critical excretion is even greater than this

retention alone would account for. The problem,

therefore, which presents itself is -*-■why are chlorides

retained in the body during a pneumonia and after the

crisis excreted in excessive amount? To the attempt

to give a reply to this question I now propose to

address myself.

Since the diminished chloride excretion was

first observed many attempts have been made to explain

such an occurrence. Many hypotheses have been ad¬

vanced arid, recently, a good deal of experimental work

has been performed in the attempt to offer an explana¬

tion. Yet much still remains to be explained. As

Von Noorden says, in speaking of this subject in his

work on the Pathology of Metabolism, "Die vorliegenden
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Untersuchungun reichen zu einer Erklarung entschieden

nicht aus" (p.222). In dealing with the theories

hitherto advanced we shall not follow a chronological

order but shall consider them rather in the order in

which they would most naturally present themselves to

the mind of one approaching the subject for the first

time. If asked, then, why are the chlorides in the

urine in pneumonia so notably diminished? we might be

tempted to inquire - Are they really absorbed in that

condition? May there not be such a disordered condi¬

tion of the alimentary tract tnat the chlorides of the

food, already reduced by the limited diet, are not ab-
are

sorbed into the blood at all, orAonly partially so but

pass through the intestine and are excreted with the

faeces? This explanation was actually offered by

Traube in his work on diseases of the circulatory and Are the
chlorides

respiratory organs published in 1869. He was influ- absorbed in
'' fever?

enced purely by general consider at ions and advanced no

specific evidence in favour of his contention. It

will be admitted that the prima facie evidence is al¬

together against the likelihood of this explanation

being correct. One could hardly imagine a disordered

function of the alimentary tract so profound as to

prevent the absorption of salts - such as the chlorides
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which probably pass into the intestinal vessels with a

minimum of effort on the part of the intestixial epith¬

elium. A definite answer,however,could only be fur¬

nished by an estimation of the chlorides in the food

and a comparison of it with that iri the faeces. This

investigation has beexi already undertaken by Rohmaxixi •

(19) and his observations}which are confirmed by those

of Terray, are so conclusive as to have rendered it

unnecessary for the writer to perform any work ixi the
No deficiency

same directioxi. Rohmann estimated the chlorides inthe of

absorption
diet of a normal individual and the amount of chlor¬

ides in the faeces in correspoxiding times. He found

that the latter contained at most a few cexitigrams of

sodium chloride, often a mere trace of that salt. The

chloride was practically all absorbed. He then made

some observations on two cases of. pneumonia and found

that here also, on comparing the chlorides iri the food

with that in the faeces, that the chlorides were prac¬

tically entirely absorbed, and coxxcludes, therefore,

'that deficient absorption is not the cause of the

disappearance of the chlorides from the urine but that
the .

a retention of the salts takes place m^body .

Granted, however, that the chloride in the diet

is absorbed to its normal extent, arid yet that hardly
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any appears in the urine, it is not on that account

necessary to assume that a retention of it within the

body takes place. It is possible that there might be

a process of vicarious excretion going on during the

course pf the disease by which all, or at any rate,

part of the sodium chloride which is not excreted by

the kidney is disposed of. We have seen that an an¬

alysis of the faeces shows that almost no chloride

escapes by that channel. There is left, therefore,

only the skin, or such an abnormal channel of eliinina>-

tion as is furnished by the sputum. The skin need

hardly be considered. In pneumonia there is not

necessarily any increased cutaneous secretion and in

other diseases - e.g. in rheumatic fever, in which

such an increase occurs, we do not find any,%or at

any rate much, diminution of urinary chlorides. Terray,

moreover, has been at the trouble to examine some of

the sweat from a case of pneumonia. He found in it

an amount of sodium chloride varying from 0.25 - 0.3#

or not more than the amount in health.

The sputum as a vehicle of excretion is one

which might at first sight be overlooked. There are

very few detailed analyses of pneumonic sputum on re¬

cord, but those which exist show a surprisingly large

Possibility
of

vicarious
excretion

(1) by skin

(2) By
sputum



ASHCONSTITUENTSOPSPUTA(BAMBERGER) %OPASH.

Bronchiectasis
Chronic Tuberculosis

Acute Tuberculosis
Purulent bronchetic Sputum

vRusty- Sputum■
(1-7days)

Pneumonic SputumduringResolution (9-12days).

CI.

35

35

33

36

37

47

So4.

1

0.7

0.8

1

8

2.6

Po4

13

13

14

12

trace

1

K.

22

24

19

20

41

14,

Na

30

27

31

31

14

37

Ca

1

1.6.

4

-

2

3.9
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amount of chloride. Bamberger (20) gives the follow¬

ing table of analysis of the ash constituents of var¬

ious sputa. (See Table, opposite page)

Berzelius (quoted by Beale) gives 8.4 as per-

centage of sodium chloride in healthy nasal and trach¬

eal mucus. (Is this percentage of dried matter)?

Bamberger analysed only one specimen of, each

kind of sputum. The high percentage of sodium chlor¬

ide which he found in the ash, especially during resol¬

ution will be noted. Beale (21) has recorded the

amount of sodium chloride in the sputum in some of his

cases. He found an amount of sodium chloride varying

from 4.3 to as much as 1855 of solid matter. The more

watery the sputum the larger apparently was the pro -

portion of sodium chloride which it contained. He

gives no analysis taken after the crisis. Terray (22)

gives the amount of sodium chloride in the sputum of

24 hours, in one case as 0.3 - 0.5 grammes before

crisis and 0.4 - 0.5 after it.

I have made the following observations on some

of my own cases.

In one case (girl aet: 19 with typical rusty

sputum) the following daily estimations were made.
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Table of Analyses of Sputum in a case of Pneumonia.

Day
Sputum

Undried

18

22

11

17.6

Dried

0.8

0.51 97.

HjT ft

95.5

92.8'

Na CI

0.130

0.185

0.135

0.100

Na CI .ft

18.5 ft,

16.8 ft-

19 ft

After tnis no sputum.

In another case the sputum was examined on the

4th day. It presented the typical characters; 12 .6

grammes were expectorated in 24 hours. 90ft of this

was water. The solids contained 0.105 grammes sodium

chloride or 16.6ft. In another case an examination on

6th day gave 34 grammes'-with 90ft water and 0.230 grs.

sodium chloride or 6ft of dried matter.

From an examination of these analyses, which

accord very well with those of Beale, it will be ob¬

served that pneumonic sputum is relatively very rich

in sodium chloride. The proportion of the salt, .

however, bears a much mo.re definite relation to the

fluid than to the solid constitutents of the sputum.

Itbecomes absolutely less in amount as the disease pro

grosses but, owing to the increasing wateriness of the

Analyses of
Sputa.
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sputum, it is, when compared with the solids, relative¬

ly increased in the later stages of the disease. This

richness of the sputum in sodium chloride, when the

urine is so poor in it, is a £oint of considerable

interest and we shall have to return to it later.

Meanwhile, we may note that, despite this richness in

chloride, the sputum does not furnish an important

vehicle for their excretion. The total amount of

Sputum not an
sputum is too small. In no case did I find more than important chan

nel of exere-

0.3 grammes sodium chloride excreted in the sputum tion.

daily. This amount is altogether too small to ac¬

count for tne large retention which sometimes occurs.

Further, we have compared the amount eliminated

in the sputum in pneumonia with that which is so elim¬

inated in other diseases. In a typical case of bron-
.

chitis, for example, where there was no diminution of

chloride in the urine, the sputum contained 8.6 %

sodium chloride. As Mime grammes of dried sputum were

expectorated in 24 hours, this represents a total ex¬

cretion of 0.8 gra^^ sodium chloride in 24 hours

which is very much larger than in pneumonia. The

clinical fact that absence of sputum and absence of

chloride in tne urine may coincide in a pneumonia,

is also opposed to tne idea that the sputum constitutes
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an important channel of elimination. This occurs

very typically in children who have either no sputum

or who swallow it when produced. Yet such patients

exhibit reduction of chloride irl^urine as typically as

do adults. We may, therefore, exclude elimination

by the sputum as an explanation of the disappearance

of chlorides from the urine in pneumonia.

So far^ then, we have seen that in pneumonia a

true retention of chloride within the body takes place^
the chloride which disappears from the urine not being

found to be eliminated by any other channel. The

question then arises, in what part of the body is it

retained? Even before it had been definitely shown

that any real retention took place at all, the sug¬

gestion had been thrown out by Redtenbacher, that the

chloride was 'determined' to the site of the inflamma¬

tion. This suggestion was adopted by Beale, who be¬

lieved that he was justified, as the result of his

analyses, in stating that the pneumonia exudate is

rich in chlorides. He believed, that chlorides were

abstracted from the blood and poured out into the in¬

flamed lung, and that this accounted for their dis¬

appearance from the urine. The conclusions of Beale

appeared to have been taken on trust by most other
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English writers, and it will be admitted that his view

is the one which is commonly accepted at the present

time and that it has found a place in standard text

books as a satisfactory explanation of the diminished

chloride excretion in pneumonia. It must be said for
Beale's view.

this explanation that it is not devoid of a priori

probability. If the pneumonic exudation be really

very rich in sodium chloride, it seems quite natural

that, while the inflammation is progressing, chlorides

should be withdrawn from the blood, and that their defi¬

ciency in the latter should also find its expression

in the urine, while the re-absorption of the exudation

after the crisis would easily account for the excess

of urinary chlorides at that period.

The writer, even before he had become acquainted

with Beale's work in this direction, had made some

observations which inclined him to doubt the validity

of this, the commonly accepted, view. These observa¬

tions he now proposes to bring forward. The question

does not at first sight seem a difficult one to settle

By the analysis of pneumonic lung^ one should be able

to tell whether enough sodium chloride is contained in

it as to account for the comparatively large amount
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which has disappeared from the urine.

It is surprising that few such analyses have Analyses of
Lungs.

been made. The conclusions of Beale rest upon only

three, and, with the exception of some recent analyses

to be mentioned later, I do not know of any others in

the literature of the subject. I have made estima¬

tions of the sodium chloride in portions of six pneum¬

onic lungs. These were taken from different cases

and embrace typical specimens of both grey arid red

hepatization. The method of analysis was as follows.

The piece of lung taken was weighed. It was then Method,

dried at 10Q° C. and subsequently over sulphuric acid

till the weight was constant . After this it was slow¬

ly heated in a porcelain or platinum capsule till all

fumes had ceased to come off and a friable black mass

was left. This was pulverized with the addition Of

distilled water and then raised to boiling temperature.

The mixture was then filtered, the carbonaceous resi¬

due repeatedly washed and the sodium chloride in the

filtrate and washings determined by titration with

nitrate of silver. The residue was dried - mixed

with soda and saltpetre and reduced to ash at as low a

temperature as possible. The ash was dissolved in

water and the sodium chloride determined in the



TABLEOF

.Natureofcase

ANALYSESOF Weightoflungfresh.

PNEUMONICLI Weightafter drying

TNGS. Xwater

XSodiumchloride
indriedlung.

1.Apicalalcoholicpneumonic greyhepatisation

46.8

8.97

80.9

1.056

2.Extensivegreyhepatisation oflowerlobe,leftlung
58.5

10.4

82.1

1.60

3.Greyhepatisation,upper lobe,rightlung

51.9

9.6

82.4

1.67

4.Wellmarkedredhepatisation
40.89

7.82

81

1.60

5.Advancedgreyhepatisation
7.38

1.55

79

2.0

6.Hepatisatiunoflung(red andgrey)

20.7

4.1

84.5

2,14

Averageof6Gases

81.6

1.69

*
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filtrate as before. (As a rule it contained almost

no chloride - all having been previously extracted).

The united results give the amount of sodium chloride

in the piece of lung examined. The results are

stated in terms of sodium chloride in a hundred parts

of dried lung. They are embodied in the Table (See

opposite page).

It will be noted that the average amount of

sodium chloride in six pneumonic lungs was 1.69 % of

dried lung. The average of the three analyses given

by Beale was 1.86 95 . These analyses reveal the

presence of a considerable, but by no means excessive

proportion of sodium chloride in the inflamed area of

lung, but before we can draw any deductions from them

we must have some idea of the amount of sodium chlor¬

ide to be found in the lung in a state of health.

The following table contains the results of the
f

analyses carried out by the author in three healthy

(not pneumonic) lungs.

Nature of case

weight of piece
of lung undried

14.19

dried

3.28

96water

78?5

Na.Cl96of
dried lung

1.4
1. Case of Sub¬
acute nephritis
2. Case of

typhoid fever 4.53 0.855 81.2 1.6
3. unhepatised
part of lung in a
case of pneumonia 19.42 4.40 79 1.3

Average 79.496 1.496

Analyses of
pneumonic lungs
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The piece of lung selected was as far as possi¬

ble free from all congestion or other abnormality.

One of the specimens was derived from the sound lung

in a case of pneumonia, No. 3, being taken from the

same case as No. 1 of the preceeding table. The

analyses were conducted in precisely the same manner

as in the former case and it will be noted that the

average percentage amount of sodium chloride in the

dried lung = (1.4^).

Three analyses of healthy lungs given by Beale

show an average of Beale compared this aver¬

age with that of the three pneumonic lungs arid found

that the latter were richer in sodium chloride by 0.7C^
of dried lung. From this he concludes that the ab¬

sence of chloride from the urine is to be explained by

a determination of it to the inflamed lung.

Even accepting his own figures, we fail to see

that his conclusion is justified by the evidence.

Suppose for the sake of argument that a given lung

weighs 1 kilogrammp; in the dried condition it would

weigh approximately 200 grammes (8O9S, , being found to

be about the average proportion of water in a healthy

lung) and would therefore, contain 2.32 grammes, of

sodium chloride. Suppose this lung to become

Analyses of
healthy lungs.
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/

inflamed and exudate poured into it till the weight is

doubled. Tnis would represent a large extent of

pneumonia. In the dried condition such a lung would

weigh about 400 gramme s re pre sent ing 200 grapmes of

dried exudate (percentage of water in pneumonic lung

is also about 80?S) and would contain on Beale's aver¬

age for pneumonic lungs 7.44 grammes sodium chloride. Beale's
conclusion

The amount of sodium chloride in the entire exudate -on not justified

this calculation would be 5.12 gramme's sodium chloride j
the rest belonging to the lung in its normal state.

This would not, however, account for all the sodium

chloride retained in the course of a pneumonia which

sometimes amounts, as we have seen, to nearly as great

an amount of sodium chloride as the above per diem.

There is, however, a fallacy in this method of

attempting to estimate the amount of sodium chloride

in the pneumoxiic exudate. For, as.Beale himself

points out, the comparison is not between equal bulks

of lung but between equal weights of lung in two very
.

different states, and hence the difference on compari¬

son is not quite so great as might be expected. On

the analysis of healthy lung tne composition of the

lung along with some blood is represented, while in

hepatized lung the result gives practically the
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composition of the effusion alone - the amount of lung

tissue being relatively so small that it may be

neglected. That this fallacy is a very real one

is evident on a comparison of the tables of analysis

of pneumonic and non-pneumonic lungs already given.

It will there be seen that in the case in which a

piece of pneumonic lung and of sound lung wer e analysed
Must estimate

from tne same patient, the sound lung possessed really by bulk not
by weight.

a larger percentage of sodium chloride than that which

contained the exudate. The explanation of this is to

be found in the relatively large amount of sodium

chloride contained in even a healthy lung. On the

average of our analyses, this amounted to 1.3$

Nencki (23) gives tables of the relative amounts of

chloride in the different organs and tissues of the

body. These show that, next to the blood, the pul¬

monary tissue is richer iri chloride than any other.

The average he gives for the lung of the dog is 1.2$

of dried substance, that of blood being 1.9$. Now to

compare a given weight of such lung with a given

weight of pneumonic lung, obviously cannot tell us the

amount of the sodium chloride in the exudate.in the

latter, because we do not know what part of the whole

weight of the pneumonic lung is due to pulmonary
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tissue and what to exudate. After death, of dourse,

tne normal lung collapses while the pneumonic remains

distended with exudate. What one ought to do, there

fore^ is to compare a given volume of lung distended
with exudate, with an equal volume of normal lung

distended with air. This is not very easy to accom¬

plish. I have, however, arrived at results which are

very approximately accurate ,by the following method.

A given bulk of pneumonic lung (say 4 c.cm.)

is measured and cut away from the rest, weighed, dried

and weighed again, A normal lung is then taken and

inflated to an extent corresponding to moderately full

inspiration. One can tnen mark off upon this lung an

area corresponding to the given bulk of pneumonic lung

and a piece of this size is cut out. After being re¬

moved,, of course, it collapses to about half its for¬

mer volume. It is then weighed, dried and again

weighed. This weight can be compared with that of

the corresponding volume of pneumonic lung. It will

represent the weight of pulmonary tissue present in

the same bulk of hepatized lung and the difference in

the weight of the two will give the weight of the

exudate. It is impossible to free the normal lung

entirely from blood but the small weight of the

Comparison of
;equal bulks
of healthy
and inflamed

lung.
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;latter may be neglected. On comparing several esti¬

mations made in this way, it is found that the weight

of the piece of normal lung (average of three pieces,)

= 3.36 grammes, of the pneimionic - 9.4 grammes, that

is to say, of the weight of any given piece of pneu¬

monic lung about/^ is due to the pulmonary tissue it-

self,% to the exudate filling the air vesicles.

Of 300' grammes therefore, of dried pneumonic lung only

about 200 grammes are due to exudate. But from oxir

averages such a piece of lung would contain 5.28

grammes sodium chloride. Now knowing the amount of

sodium chloride in healthy pulmonary tissue, we can

easily arrive at an approximate idea of the amount of

sodium chloride in a pneumonic exudate. 100 grammes

of dried pulmonary tissue we found to contain on an

averag® about 1.4 grammes sodium chloride. Therefore.,

the remaining 200 grammes will contain 3.88 grammes or

the amount of sodium chloride in pneumonic exudate

is 1.94X of dried matter. Of course, this is merely

an approximate estimation made from the average of the

samples analysed by the writer and may, in individual

cases, rijSfe somewhat above, or fall a little below,
■ this figure..

Since these estimations were made, two analyses

Amount of
Sodium chlorid®
in exudate.
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have been published by Terray (op. cit.) where he

was able to get the entire lung for examination. He

found a left lung almost entirely hepatized (weight

286) to contain in all about 7.8 grammes sodium chlor-A

ide, and an entirely hepatized right lung (weight 30l)

10.28 grammes. He also gives two estimates of the

amount of sodium chloride in two healthy lungs. One

of these (left) weighed when dried 63.3 granaries arid

contained 1.1 grammes sodium chloride (1.7%) the other

(right) weighed 1.1 grammes and contained 3.1 sodium

chloride (Z%>) . These lungs he had rendered as far as

possible blood free. It will be noticed that in the

one case the diseased lung contained about 6 grammes

and the other about 7 more than the healthy, and yet

there were cases in which hepatization was almost com¬

plete. The result of these analyses, therefore, is

quite in harmony with my. .own arid shows, that the pneum¬

onic exudate is not really very rich in sodium chlor- Exudate not

really very
ide - never containing more than 396 in the dried rich in sod¬

ium chloride
matter - often considerably less than that. That

this is not a high percentage will be evident when one

compares it with other inflammatory exudations. I

have analysed some pleuritic exudations and find that

they contain sodium chloride to the extent of from
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of the dried mattejj a much larger

portion, therefore, than does the exudate in pneumonia

It is of interest also, to compare the analysis

of the pneumonic exudate with that of the samples of

pneumonic sputum which we have already given. In

these it will be remembered that the sodium chloride

amounted sometimes to as much as 19$ of the dried

matter, and even the lowest analysis given by Beale

showed an amount equal to nearly 5$. This difference
Comparison of

in composition of pneumonic exudate and of the sputum Sputum arid
Exudate .

is very remarkable and would indicate that the sputum

in pneumonia is not derived directly from the exudate.

In the light of these facts I think I am justified in

saying that Beale's surmise, that the pneumonic exuda¬

tion is very rich in sodium chloride,is erroneous. The

error was probably due to his examining equal weights

of pneumonic arid healthy lung without regard to the

question of bulk, and also to his regarding the sputum

as an index of the composition of the exudate itself.

Nor need this comparative absence of sodium chloride

in such an exudation as that in pneumonia surprise us.

The chloride, of the body, as is well known,is chiefly

contained in its fluids. Now the exudate in
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pneumonia is not by any means a very fluid exudate.

Our analyses showed it not to contain more water than

normal pulmonary tissue, and this harmonizes with its

microscopic characters. The exudate being highly

cellular and the cells of the body being poor in

chlorides, the exudate is also comparaitvely poor in

chlorides.

This view of the comparison of the exudate

harmonizes much more with clinical experience than

that of Be ale . It explains the fact which we men¬

tioned in the clinical part of this thesis; that

there is no traceable relation between the amount of

lung hepatized and the degree of diminution of the

chlorides in the urine. It explains also the fatt

that, while a pleuritic effusion to the amount of

one litre will contain on an average 6 grammes sodium

chloride or almost as much as was found in the exudate

of an entirely hepatized lung, yet pleurisy with

effusion is not usually accompanied by any marked

diminution in the chlorides of the urine. If in

addition to these' facts we remember that as much as

<W3grammes sodium chloride may be retained each day

a pneumonia lasts, while the entire exudate, contains

as . I have said, only about 6 grammes^ we see that we
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are compelled to look elsewhere than

istence of an inflammatory exudation

count for the striking diminution in

the urine in pneumonia.

While the theory of Beale has been that to

which most credence has been given in this country, it

cannot be said to have had much influence with contin¬

ental writers. It is rejected by most of them not on

definite analytical data, such as have been furnished

above, but for clinical reasons. They consider the

explanation that the chloride goes into the inflamma¬

tory exudation to be negatived, (1) by the fact that

tnere is no relation between extent of nepatisation

and degree of diminution of chloride and (2) that the

chloride is frequently diminished in other acute

fevers in which no exudation occurs. On the other

hand, the idea has been widely entertained amongst

continental investigators, that the chloride retention

is due to a diminsihed functional activity on the part

of the kidney. To put it briefly, that chloride is

retained because the kidneys are unable to excrete it.

to the mere ex-

in order to ac-

the chlorides of
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This doctrine was first propounded, as far as I

have been able to discover, by Fraenkel (24). He

grounded his theory on the wellknown disturbance of

function of organs in fever and on the fact that? post

mortem^ one frequently finds this disturbed function to
have been associated with structural alterations. He

believed that the kidneys were specially frequently

affected in fever and supported this opinion by refer¬

ence to the frequency of albuminuria in febrile con¬

ditions and the common existence of cloudy swelling of

the kidneys after death. That a disturbance of

function on the part of many organs occurs as the re¬

sult of fever, need not be disputed. The disordered

digestion and diminished secretion of the mouth and

skin are examples of it, nor need it surprise us if

the kidneys were more frequently profoundly disordered

in this respect than other organs. It is quite pos¬

sible that there niay result in the kidneys a consider¬

able degree of irritation from the passage through

them of toxic matters produced as the result of the

altered metabolism of fever. This inference may be

drawn from the result of some of the experiments of

Bouchard (Lecons sur les Autointoxications). He found

during his investigations into the toxicity of

"Kidney

Theory."
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different urines, that the urine of fever when in¬

jected into rabbits^ was frequently followed by album¬
inuria - normal urine, hardly ever so. It does not

seem too much to suppose that in an acute fever such

as pneumonia, toxic products arise which excite renal

irritation in their passage through the kidneys, and

that tne disturbances produced may occasionally be

severe enough to be followed by albuminuria.

There seems to be no doubt also, that changes

in the parenchyma of the kidney are very frequently

found post mortem in cases of -pneumonia. Fraenkel
Renal changes

and Re i che (afe) examined the kidneys in forty five
in

fatal cases of pneumonia, In every case they found
Pneumoni a

changes affecting the secreting tubules, HeUle's tube

and the straight tubule. The change consisted in a

marked degree of granular or cloudy, swelling.More;rare!y

there was coagulation necrosis. In every case too,

there was some exudation into the capsule of the glom¬

erulus, although the amount of it was found to vary

very much in different instances. These changes they

found even in cases which had shown no albumin, in

the urine during life. On the other hand, it must be

admitted that very similar changes would be found in

almost any case of acute fever, arid as we have shown
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albuminuria is not more frequent in the course of

pneumonia than in that of other acute fevers. There

is,there fore, no sufficient evidence that the kidney

function is more disordered in pneumonia than in other

acute febrile diseases. But even had the converse

been proved and had it been shown that in pneumonia

one did meet with marked implication of the secreting

tissue of the kidney, it would yet be very difficult

to understand how this could lead to a retention of

cnloride. We do not know, it is true, how the saline

constituents of the urine are normally excreted. But

whether the process be one of mere transudation or a

true secretion, we cannot believe that suet a salt as

sodium chloride can be difficult of excretion. Not

only so, it would be extremely difficult to explain

why the kidney in pneumonia can excrete all the other

urinary ingredients, in amounts equal to or even

greater than the normal, and should yet be incapable

of excreting common salt. Is it conceivable that,

as I have shown in some of the cases examined, the

kidney should be excreting without apparent effort an

amount of phosphates nearly double the normal, while

it should, at the same time, be unable to excrete

almost any sodium chloride at all?. Even putting

• Inherent

Dif ficulti es

of the

"Kidney-

Theory "
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aside the increased excretion of urea which occurs in

pneumonia as in all fevers, the mere fact that the

amount of sulphates and phosphates in the urine are

usually increased in that disease, while the chlorides

are invariably diminished;would tend to negative at
once the theory of any secretory disability on the

part of the kidney. Such an arbitrary selection of

tne mineral constituents of the blood could hardly be

the result of any structural alterations in tne kidney

cells or glomeruli. The supporters of this theory,

however, found it not upon clinical but upon experi¬

mental data. These data we shall now examine.

Bachrach (27) has endeavoured to test the

secreting power of the kidney in fever by observing
Delay in

the time which is required to eliminate iodide of Excretion
in

potash as compared with the time required in health. fever.

He found, that after subcutaneous injection of 0.05

grammes, the excretion ofthis salt by the kidney did

not begin for about 30 minutes as. compared with 3-5

minutes in health.

Hecker (28) got similar results.

Klees (29) has gone further than this. He has
• i

attempted to reproduce artificially a condition of

renal irritation with albuminuria and has studied the



TABLE(FROMKLEES).
MALERABBIT.WEIGHT217bGRAMMBgOONSTANTDIET.

Quantity oftTrine

Pate..in24hr.
Specific Gravity

Albumin

01.%

01in 24hr.

Ur.X

Ur.in 24hr.

18-19

225

1076

None

0.5

1.125

-

-

1920

26b

1017

it

0.46

1.129

-

-

20-21

340

1018

it

0.54

1 .836

■ - _

-

21-22

250

1016

»

0.52

1.300

1.8

4.5

22-23

275

1015

»

0.54

1.485

1.7

4.6

26-27

^72>(11-5o'clock (162(5-11")
•1021 1023

BloodXr, albumin

0.18| 0.14/

0.356

lost

-

At11o'clockon26th injectionof20c.c. glycerineandwater.

27--28

330

1014

Albumin
t

0.16

0.528

1.7

5.6

28-29

275

1015

''Trace'
o ■3

0.8£5

2.2

6

29-30

350

1017

doubtful
0.62.

2.1.70

2.1

7.3

30-31

250

1018

None

0.58

1.450

2.7

6.7

31-1

280

1020

»?

0.52

1.456

2.6

7.2

-

1-2

290

1017

0.46

1.334

2.5

7.2
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effect of this upon the excretion of chlorides. His

experiments were performed upon rabbits and dogs. He

injected subcutaneously a mixture of glycerine and

distilled water and got as a result the appearance of

blood and albumin in the urine which soon gave

place to albuminuria only, which lasted for a day or

two and tnen disappeared. The effect of the injection

was to produce a destruction of tne red blood corpus¬

cles arid the passage of the products of their dis¬

integration through the kidney excited in tne latter

a condition of irritation or mild inflammation which

persisted for some time after the cause had ceased to

act.

He gives tables showing the results of two ex¬

periments on rabbits and on a dog. As this paper is

in the Dutch language and is not easy of access I have

reproduced one of his tables here. (See opposite page)

It will be noted that the day after the injec¬

tion blood and albumin. appeared in the urine.

Next day albuminuria alone was present and traces of

it remained fo^ the ensuing two days. The amount of

chloride in the urine shewed a marked diminution on

the day after the injection and remained less tnan

normal while the albuminuria lasts to be succeeded by

Exper iments

of Klees.
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an excretion surpassing the normal. This corresponds

according to Klees, with the diminished chloride ex¬

cretion during the course of a pneumonia and the ex¬

cessive excretion of it after the crisis. During the

period corresponding to the existence of acute renal

irritation, chloride is retained in the body, the

kidney being unable to excrete it. As the kidney

gradually returns to its normal condition the chloride

reappears and that which was retained appears in the

form of an excess.

The only other urinary ingredient of which he

gives estimation is the urea. Tne amount excreted

on the day after the injection is not stated. On the

succeeding days, it appears to have been excreted in

an amount corresponding to the normal. His experi¬

mental results, there fore,. would correspond very

closely with what obtains during an attack of pneu¬

monia, i.e. the chloride was diminished while renal

irritation lasted arid then gave place to an amount ,

surpassing the normal, while the urea excretion re¬

mained unaffected - certainly was not markedly in¬

creased. Klees' conclusion from the results of his

experiment is - that the retention of chlorides in the

body during acute fevers is chiefly due to a conditior

Klees'

Exper linent s,
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of kidney which renders the excretion of them imposs¬

ible. As his results are of considerable importance

not merely as regards the chloride excretion, but

also as affecting the general question of the func¬

tional power of the kidney in all acute fevers, I

thought it right to repeat his experiments. Rabbits

were always employed for tnis purpose. The animal

being etherised, 20 c.c. of a mixture of equal parts

of glycerine and water were injected subcutaneously

and the conditions of the urine passed after the in¬

jection compared with its previous character. Five

experiments were performed in all. In every case the

injection was followed by immediate haemoglobinuria

evidently from the breaking down of the red corpuscles

by the glycerine arid water. In the case of four of

the rabbits, however, this had quite passed off by

next day leaving no trace of albumin in the urine.

In none of them was there any diminution of the chlor¬

ides at all on the day on which haemoglobin was pres¬

ent .

In these cases, therefore, no appreciable

renal irritation appeared to have been found by the

passage through the kidney of the products of dis¬

integration of the red blood corpuscles, no

Author 1s

Experiments,



ExperimentonArtificialProductionofRenalIrritat anditsEffectonExcretion.
*

ioninaRabbit

Date

Quantity ofUrine

Sp.Gr.

total Na.Cl.

Total So,

Diet

Remarks

11-

12

•62c.c.

1025

0.489gps
1.277

170grscabbage

12-

13

48

-

0.537

0.575

160

w

13-

14

55

1030

0.341

1.259

170

w

14-

15

35

1025

0.238

0.77

160

tl

20c.c.Glycerineandwatersub- cutaneously

15-

16

43

1026

0.098

o.30.1

2%

•>

Bloodcastsbloodpigmentand
lC

.04NaCli-

muchalbumen

16-

17

100

1020

0.100.

1.35

llfr

J

Meretraceofblood1%albumen
j.in

someepitheticalcasts.

17-

18

55

.1025

o•313

123

II

Albumenstillpresent-noblood stillsomecasts

18-

19

70

-

0 .581

1.491

145

TI

Traceofalbumen-nocasts

19-

20

54

1030

0.432

1.556

12.6

fr

MIfft

20-

21

85

1022

0.510

1.96

165

fr

Noalbumen

21-

22

57

1025

0.382

1.33

183

tt

trti

22-

23

78

1032

0.452

2.34

187

titi

Thefigurescorrespondtoperiodsof24hours.Onthe15ththeinjectionwasgiven. Thefiguresforthethreesucceedingdaysaregiveninred.
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albuminuria resulting.The results of tnese experiments,

as regards the purposes of our investigation, were

negative. In the fifth experiment, however, the

result was different. Although exactly the same

method of procedure was adopted, the result was more

severe. The injection was followed as before by

haemoglobinuria, but although this had passed off by

the next day yet the urine remained still rich in

albumin. This was present, although in diminish¬

ing amount, for three days afterwards. A condition

of renal irritation, therefore, had undoubtedly been

set up. What was the effect of this upon the func¬

tional power of the kidney? I investigated, for thisj

purpose, not the chlorides merely but another of the

mineral constitutents of the urine as well. I select¬

ed for the purpose the sulphates as the phosphates are

always very scanty in the urine of Herbivora. The

animal was fed on weighed quantities of cabbage, the

amount of sodium chloride in which was known by pre¬

vious analyses. The results are given in detail in

the table on opposite page, tne sulphuric acid being

expressed as the barium salt.

It will be noted that on the day after the in¬

jection the amount of the urine was not diminished -

Author's

Experiments,
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indeed it was greater than that ox" the preceding 24

hours. The urine contained much blood pigment and

albumin.. The chloride was estimated in it by

incineration of 10 c.c. and titration by the method

of Volhard. It amounted to 0.098 grammes for the

24 hours. This was considerably less than the daily

amount, previous to the injection. On the other

hand, however, the animal was ill, and its appetite

diminished so that in the 24 hours succeeding the in¬

jection it ate only 27 grammes cabbage as compared with

160 in the previous 24 hours. This contained 0.04^

sodium chloride. Comparing the amount of sodium

chloride ingested and that excreted, it is found that

the excretion exceeded the ingestion in the correspond¬

ing time. On the day following the injection and

when albumin was abundant in the urine the chlor¬

ide amounted to 0.2 grammes. This was almost exactly

equal to the amount ingested in the corresponding

period. If we turn now to the behaviour of the

sulphates, we find that they too, were considerably

diminished on the day following the injection, but

relatively not so much as the chlorides. This is

probably due to the fact that the amount of sulphates

excreted is less dependent upon the amount in the
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food than the chloride is. On tne following day,

when tne urine was still albuminous the chlorides had

returned to fully the normal amount.

Tne result of the experiment therefore, shows,

that even when there was 1% of albumin in the urine,

the kidney was able to excrete as much chloride as was

ingested and, further, that the behaviour of the sul¬

phates is the same as that of tne chlorides. This,

of course, is just the reverse of what obtains in

pneumonia. The result of the experiment is thus not

at all similar to the results of Klees, as an amount

of renal irritation, apparently even greater than that

in his case, did not appreciably affect the excreting

power of the kidney. Had Klees estimated the sul¬

phates as well as the chlorides, he would in all prob-.

ability have found that tneir behaviour was similar

to that of the chlorides. That tne urea excretion

was not much affected in his experiment may be ex*

plained by the fact that, as he mentions himself, he

found the glomeruli to be more affected by the injec¬

tion than the tubules, their epithelium being always

separated from the capillaries by a space which con¬

tain albuminous matter and sometimes blood pigment.
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That is to say, the channel of elimination for the mineral

constituents of the urine was practically blocked up.

This, however, is not comparable to the condition of

the kidney in pneumonia in which the tubules are more

affected than the glomeruli. On the other hand, in

scarlet fever, where there is a special tendency to

the implication of the glomeruli, the diminution of

chloride is not nearly so marked as in pneumonia. No
Conclusions

inferences , I would conclude, can be drawn from this
from

method of experiment AftMMNt as to the functional power

Experiments,
of the kidney in'pneumonia, and for these reasons

(1) that the nature of the lesions in the kidney

is not the same in the two conditions.

(2) that even when, as in the experiment quoted,

there exists a sufficient degree of renal

irritation to produce albumen in the urine to

the extent of 1$, there was found to be no

inability to excrete as much chloride as was

ingested arid

(3) there is no evidence to show that when, as in

Klees' cases, the chloride excretion was

impaire4 this impairment affects the chloride

only and not the other mineral constituents of

the urine as well.
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But it is not really necessary to have recourse

to experiment to prove that the retention of chlorides

in pneumonia is not due to any defect of power in the

kidney. One has merely to inquire into the condition

of the urine in cases of acute renal inflammation.

In these it is found that only in very severe cases is

tne chloride much diminished. Bartels gives the

analysis of the ur^aein one case of acute nephritis.

The urine contained 4.5 grammes sodium chloride daily

Yet both blood arid albuminuria were present in abund¬

ance. Parkes (30) gives a case in which even when

very severe inflammation existed 2.7 grammes sodium

chloride were present in the urine daily and only

when practical suppression of urine supervened did the

sodium chloride sink to nil. He states, moreover,

that he has always found the Sulphates arid Phosphates

diminished along with the chlorides. This is con¬

firmed by Salkowski arid Leube (31).

Dickinson (32) states that in acute nephritis

tf
the chloride is invariably diminished sometimes

totally absent' but he states also that phosphoric

acid and sulphates are diminished likewise.

Von Noorden (33), as the result of his investi¬

gations in metabolism, asserts that sodium chloride ir

Chlorides
in

Nephritis.
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nephritis is only diminished when the urea itself is

diminished, and that he has never seen the former in

small amount unless the urea was so too. The output

of sodium chloride, he says, is often quite as great

as the intake.

In the light of the evidence which has been

brought forward, I should be inclined to discard the

theory that the chloride retention of pneumonia is due

to defective action of the kidney for these reasons.

(1) That clinical observation shows that even when

acute inflammation of the kidney exists, the

chloride only very rarely disappears from the

urine• in pneumonia^- even without evidence of
marked renal implication, such disappearance

is the rule

(2) That if diminished at all it is only diminished

co-incident ally with the other ingredients of

the urine whereas, in pneumonia^the chloride is

alone diminished, the other ingredients being

usually increased.

(3) That the experimental evidence on which it has

been attempted to base the theory is insuffici¬

ent in as much as it has not been shown that

the chloride is alone diminished under the

Kidney Theory

to be

discarded.
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conditions produced, even were those conditions

at all comparable to those which obtain in

pneumonia.

Granting even that it has been proved by exper¬

iment that the excretion of such a salt as potassium

iodide is delayed in acute febrile conditions, this

does not prove the sufficiency of the kidney theory.

For all that could be inferred from such an observ¬

ation is that the action of the kidney goes on more

slowly in fever than in health but that is quite a

different thing from saying that for one salt in part¬

icular it practically does not go on at all.

We have now to consider the most recent theory

advanced to explain the chloride retention in pneumon-

ia^that of Terray (34) His theory may be put briefly

thus.- During acute fevers water is retained in the

body. The retention of water alone would be injurious

therefore, sodium chloride is retained also in order

to form a normal saline solution with the retained

water. He quotes Leyden (35) in proof of the fact

that water is retained in the body during acute fevers

Obviously, such retention is not very easily proved.

One would require to estimate not merely the water in

the urine and faeces but that given off by lungs and

Terray 1 s

Theory.
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in insensible perspiration as well. Such observa¬

tions can hardly be carried out on patients, nor did

Leyden make them. He was guided merely by a study
'

I

of the alterations in weight of patients during and

after acute fever such as pneumonia. Such evidence

is not very satisfactory but still it is probable that

the conclusion is correct - that some retention of

water in the body during fever does occur and that

after the crisis it is excreted. It would be diffi¬

cult on any other supposition to account for the very

considerable diuresis which can often be observed

shortly after the crisis of a pneumonia, independent

of any considerable increase in the amount of fluid

consumed.

Terray gives in his paper a table of his

observations in a case of pneumonia showing the amount

of water taken in during the attack and the amount

given off and the output and intake of sodium chloride

at the same time. He found that during five days

16290 c.c. of water was taken in and 14140 excreted in

the same period. 3^54 grammes sodium chloride were

taken in and 21.70 grammes excreted - he calculates
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that enough salt was retained to form with the re¬

tained water a 0.8 ^ salt solution. His figures,

however, will not bear examination. He has omitted

to take into account the water present in the solid

food which his patient took, and has calculated only

that in water, soup and milk. Hence his estimate of
Criticism of

the water taken is almost certainly too low. He has
Terray's

assumed also that 800 c.c. daily was the amount of
Figures.

water given off by the skin and lungs. After the

crisis he assumed that 830 c.c. were put off by the

same channel.

These figures are purely arbitrary. It is

impossible to estimate with anything like accuracy the

amount of water given off by the skin and lungs in

conditions so abnormal as those in pneumonia. One

would expect, indeed, to find more, rather than less

water given off by lungs during the attack owing to

the greatly increased rapidity of respiration. His

conclusion, therefore, that enough salt and water were

retained to form an'0.8 % salt solution is far more

exact than the facts warrant.

Again, were sodium chloride retained in fever

merely in order to form a normal salt solution with

the retained water, one would expect all the mineral



constituents of the blood to be retained in the pro¬

portions in which they occur in the plasma. Why

should sodium chloride alone be retained? Why not

phosphates (for example) too? If it were merely a

normal salt solution that was wanted, it would surely

be a matter of indifference to the tissues whether the

solution was made with chlorides and phosphates or

with chlorides alone. More than this; Terray's

theory will not explain the fact, now frequently sub¬

stantiated, that large quantities of sodium chloride

may be given during a pneumonia without any of it

appearing in the urine. I have myself given a

patient with pneumonia as much as two drachms of sod¬

ium chloride daily without finding any increase in the

amount in the urine - yet this was enough to form a

litre of normal salt solution. Others have given even

much larger quantities with the same result. (See

Redtenbacher, Buchanan etc.) Were Terray right

wherever enough sodium chloride had been retained to

form a normal salt solution with the retained water,

the chlorides should appear in the urine as usual, yet

that does not occur.

If there be any connection at all between re¬

tention of water in fevers and retention of sodium

Criticism

of

Terray' s

Theory.
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chloride, it is much more probable that the water

retained because the salt is and not vice versa

To this point, however, I shall have occasion to

return later on.
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We have now dealt with all the explanations

which have hitherto been offered to account for the

diminished chloride excretion of pneumonia and acute
I

fevers. We have seen that the chloride does not go, ;

at least to any large extent, into the inflamed ex¬

udation. That there is no channel of vicarious ex¬

cretion, that there is no sufficient evidence of the

existence of an inability on the part of the kidney

to excrete it, and that to say that the chloride retent¬

ion is dependent upon the retention of water, is an

insufficient explanation even assuming it to be cor-

rect, seeing that it leaves unsolved the question of

why water is itself retained.

In attempting to penetrate more closely to the

true cause, one must first try to arrive at some idea
Where is the

as to wliere in tne body the chloride is retained. Is
chloride

it retained in the blood or in the fixed tissues?

retained?
A reply to this question can only be. based up¬

on the results of the analysis of the blood and other

tissues in pneumonia, and a comparison of the results

with those of similar analyses in other diseases. Of

analyses of the blood in pneumonia, however, very'few

examples exist. This is specially unfortunate since

it is difficult now-a-days to obtain sufficiently
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large specimens of blood from living patients for pur¬

poses of analysis.

I have been obliged to work with samples of

blood obtained after death. The object of investiga¬

tion was to compare the amount of chloride in the

blood of persons dying of pneumonia with that of

patients with a normal chloride excretion. A set of

analyses of samples of blood taken post, mortem fr.om

the right side of the heart was first made. The'

method was as follows. The blood (which was usually

partly fluid, partly in the form of red clot) was re¬

ceived directly from the right side of the heart into

a cleam dish. In some cases it was measured in cc.

It was then dried to constant weight and the per cent-

age of water calculated. The chloride in a definite

quantity of the dried blood was then estimated thus.

The dried blood was first exhausted with boiling water,

This dissolves out most of the soluble salts and ex¬

tractions. It diminishes the risk of loss of chlor¬

ide from sparking and frothing of the dried blood

during incineration. The filtrate was kept and the

residue heated in a crucible at as low a temperature

as possible till a black friable mass was left. This

was extracted with hot water arid filtered.. The filtrate

Is Na.Cl.
retained in
the blood

Method of

Analyses
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was then added to that first obtained and the whole

evaporated to a small bulk. Some pure sodium carbon¬

ate was added and the whole reduced to ash. The car¬

bonaceous residue was then also reduced to ash and the

latter added to that first obtained. The united ash

was dissolved in water acidified with nitric acid arid

the chloride estimated by titration with Volhard's

method. By this procedure the risk of losing any

chloride during analysis is reduced to a minimum.

As I was unable to find any analyses stating the

average amount of sodium chloride in human blood in

terms of dried matter, I first made three analyses of

blood taken from patients with normal chloride excre-.

tion to serve as a standard of comparison. These are

embodied in the following table.

Analyses of normal Blood from right side of Heart.

WeightC ase

Male (70)
Cnronic
bronchitis
Elderly
female val¬
vular heart

disease
Male (45)
Epitneliorna

Quantity
of Blood

15-c . c

10 c. c

12 c.c

16.5

10.45

14.75

Weight
dried

3.05

2.091

3.65

Solids in
100 c.c.

18.4

20 grs

30.4

Na CI %
in solids

0. LiJ

3.01^

1.313 = 0

1.427

2 74
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Bloocl obtained in the same way from cases of

pneumonia was then examined by the same me-thod with

the following result.

Analyses of pneumonic blood from right side of Heart.

Case Quant ity

Apical
pneumonia

Red hepat-
isation

Do

Almo st c om-

plete hep¬
at isation

10 c. c

10 c. c

18

Weight

11.24

19.8

Jlried

2.66

3.8

Solids in
100 parts

16.8

26.6

21.1

Na Cc %
in solids

2.35 M. - (oo c

2.07 n-SfO

i.9?s

1.3?6

In one analysis which Be ale gives of blood

similarly obtained from a case of pneumonia, the per¬

centage of sodium chloride was only 0.69 of dried

solid. Now from the analyses given above I do not

propose to draw arty conclusion. It is evident at a

glance that the results as regards percentage of

sodium cnlorides are very inconstant. This is the

case in spite of the fact that precisely the same

analytical procedure was adopted in each case. I

would attribute this result to the fact that in blood

so obtained one gets always a varying amount of the

Analyses of
Blood.

Results

Inconstant
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two constituents of the blood. - serum and corpuscles.

Nov/ in as much as the former contains most of the

sodium cnloride it is obvious that the more of the

corpuscular part (e.g. clot) that is taken, the less

will be the percentage of sodium chloride in the dried*

matters. On the other hand trie more fluid the blood

is and the larger the amount of the plasma which one

gets for analysis, the lower will be tne percentage

of solids and the higher (relatively) that of sodium

chloride.

A glance at the column giving the amount of

solids in 100 c.c of the blood taken shows that this
>

want of uniformity in comparison is undoubtedly pres¬

ent. Nencki (25) found the amount of solids in the

blood of the dog to vary only between 19 and 23.$

when the blood was taken direct from an artery during

life. The blood similarly obtained, contained on an

average of different analyses 1.9 - 2.1$ sodium chlor¬

ide in dried matter. These analyses show a uniform¬

ity which is entirely wanting in the blood obtained

post mortem. While, therefore, I could draw no

absolute conclusions from the tables v/hich have been

given, I thought it righ^ to state the results for the

benefit of other observers.
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One may approach the subject in another way.

If the corpuscles be got rid of, the fluid part of the

blood can be examined by itself and the amount of

chloride contained in it estimated. These estima¬

tions will be quite comparable the one with the other.

Such analyses I have made. The method adopted was to

take blood from the veins of the neok as before. The eor^

puscles were removed by the centrifuge. The serum

left was measured in c.c. and the chlorides in it est¬

imated and expressed in fractions of a gramme per 100

c.c. .of serum. As before, three ordinary bloods were

first taken to fix a standard of chloride. These

analyses are given in the following table.

Analyses of Serum obtained post mortem (non-pneumonic)

Analyses of

Serum

Nature of
case

Serum

in cc. Weight Dried Sulfate r

1

Na CI
a CL in
100 cc

1.Elderly fem¬
ale valvular
he art^and
apoplexy 3.5 3.555 0.335 91 0.001-/ 0,4875

2.Female car¬

diac disease 5 cc . 6.536 0.917 81.7 0 .0227 0,454

3.Male - malig¬
nant disease 2.5 0.315 87.4 0.013 Q520

Ave rage o • 03

If,will be noted that the results in this table

are more uniform than those which one obtained from
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the analyses of the blood as a whole.." Inhere one is

dealing with such small quantities of serum, however,

the limits of error are considerable. I have only

been able to obtain some serum from one typical case

of pneumonia to compare with the above. The case was

one of apical alcoholic pneumonia. Only 2 c.c of

serum were obtained after centrifugalising the blood.

Analysis showed84# water and an amount of sodium chlor¬

ide only equal to 0.325^. This it will be observed, Analyses of
serum in

is very considerably below the average,of the three Pneumonia,

cases given above. I have been able to supplement

these observations, however, by the analysis of pleur¬

itic fluids which were obtained from some cases of

pneumonia from which one could not get enough blood

for analysis. There can be no doubt that such fluids

afford quite a reliable index as regards their saline

constituents of the composition of the blood serum in

the same case. This was brought out very forcibly

by the analysis given by Runeberg. He has analysed

upwards of 85 inflammatory exudations and found a most

remarkable constancy in the amount of sodium chloride

which they contained.

"Any individual dif ferences" ,he says, "are due

to differences in the amount of the salts in the blood
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in that particular case,1 and tnis he proves by anal¬

yses both of the blood serum and of tne exudation in

the same case. The two always corresponded. On an

average he found that inflammatory exudations contain
Vh

0.65 gralsts sodium chloride per 100 c.c. while non-

inflammatory contain 0.70 grai-na. The following

tables show the results of the analyses which I have

made myself in non-pneumonic and pneumonic cases. -

I. NON-PNEUMONIC.

Nature of case

I. Pleuritic exuda^

tion,dropsical
2, Ascitic fluid

cirrnosis liver

3. Pleurisy with
effusion

Average

Amount of fluid

%analysed

25 c.c

25 c.c

25 c.c

S^water

97.2

98.5

93.4

96.3

Na.Cl. in
100 c. c

0.680

0.688

Analyses of
serum in

pneumoni a.

0.632

0.666

II PNEUMONIC

1. Typical alcoholic
pneumonia with co¬
existing pleuritic
e f fusion

2. Pneumonia - exten¬
sive grey hepat-
isation and some

fluid in pleura-
(pleurisy) )

3. Double pneumonia
with pleurisy

Amount of fluid

analysed

10 c.c

15 c.c

10 c.c

q&wat e r

92.8

93

94#

93.2

Na.Cl .in
JLQQ. c.c

0.540

0.585

0.545

0.523
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These results are remarkably uniform and corres¬

pond very closely with those of Runeberg. It will be

noted in the first table that in the case of inflamma¬

tory exudation into the pleura in pleurisy with effu¬

sion, tnere was rather less sodium chloride present

than iri the two cases of dropsical effusion. In tne

tnree eases where the pleuritic effusion occurred

along with pxieumonia, however, the percentage of sod¬

ium chlaride is markedly less even than in the ordin¬

ary pleuritic effusion. Takixxg tne amount of sodium

chloride present as an index of the amount in the

blood, one would infer that in the pneumonic cases the

blood was decidedly poorer in sodium chloride than in

the others and this would correspond with the analyses

of blood serum which we have given.

I find that Runeberg gives the result of the

analyses* of the blood serum in two eases of acute

pneumonia where bleeding was. resorted to. He found

an average of 0.59 grammes sodium chloride per 100 c.c.

as compared with an average in non-inflammatory dis¬

eases of 0.66. He concludes tnat the chlorides in

the serum in inflammatory pneumonic cases seem to be'

slightly diminished. This conclusion, the results

of my own observations would rather emphasise.
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We may now turn to the question - is there any

alteration in. the amount of sodium chloride in the

fixed tissues in pneumonia? In attempting to reply

to this question I selected muscle as the tissue to be

analysed. Nehki (37) gives the amount of sodixhn chlor¬

ide in the muscle of the " dog as varying'from 0 .198 to

0.258# of dried matter. I have made, for purposes of

comparison, two analyses of muscle (biceps) from non-

pneumonic cases. The results are as follows.

Analyses of Muscle (Non-Pneumonic)

Nature of case

1. Apoplexy

2 . G arcinorna of Stomach

H« 0

58#

75

Average

Na CI.# dried
substance

0.283#

0.216#

.249#

I then analysed three samples of muscle (bice

taken from typical cases of pneumonia. The results

were as follows.-

Water
Na. CI.# dried

substance

1. Apical pneumonia,grey 83# 0.266

2. "grey* 74# 0.233

3. Red hepatisation,base 77 0.316

7$ Average 0.271

In all these analyses - both pneumonic and

Is the chlor¬
ide retained
in the fixed
tissue ?

Analyses of
Muscle.
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non-pneumonic the same muscle (R. biceps) was the sub¬

ject of examination and in each case the same quantity

of dried muscle was analysed- (3 gramme's). The results

show that there is no diminution of sodium chloride

in the muscle in pneumonia in contrast to what obtains

for the blood serum. On the contrary, the average

for the three cases was higher than that in two ordin¬

ary cases taken at random and well up to the average

standard found in the muscle of dogs.

Before commencing the discussion of the bearing

of these facts upon the diminished chloride excretion

iii pneumonia, It may naturally be asked - can one not

produce experimentally a condition analagous to what Attempts to
produce arti-

obtains in pneumonia, and thus study more exactly the ficial chlor¬
ide retention

reasons of the chloride retention? It being imposs¬

ible to produce in animals a real croupous pneumonia

I have endeavoured to ascertain whether any chloride

retention can be set up by the production of an arti¬

ficial pyrexia. The animals experimented upor.

were always rabbits. The effect upon the chloride

excretion of inoculation of the animal with cultiva¬

tions of the _pneumocdceus was first investigated .Threes

experiments were carried out. The sputum from

typical cases of pneumonia . was used for inoculation ,



In each case the animal died of the usual pneumococeus

septicaemia, the organism being found in the blood.

As regards the chloride excretion,however, the results

were entirely negative - no diminution of it occurred.

I next experimented with the bacillus of pseudo tuber¬

culosis arid also with the injection of putrid matters.

Although a degree of pyrexia was caused sufficient to

produce a temperature of 105°in the rectum of the

animal, no chloride retention occurred.

A similar want of success has attended the

efforts of other experimenters. Thus Schenck (39)

| by the intravenous- injection of putrid matter
o

succeeded in raising the temperature of a dog to 42 C.

but found no diminution of Chloride in the urine.

Klees (40) produced evanescent fever (39 - 40°C.) in

rabbits by the injection of Helleborin; he also found

no diminution of chlorides.

One may,say, then, that hitherto it has been

found impossible to produce experimentally in animals

the diminished chloride excretion which occurs in

human beings. during acute fever and especially as

the result of acute pneumonia. All help from this

side being cut off, we must try to arrive at some

conclusions from clinical and post mortem facts.alone

Methods

adopted.

Failure to

produce
chloride
retention.
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These facts, we have seen, are briefly as follows.-

Tnere is a true retention of chloride during acute

fever and especially during pneumonia. Tnere is no

conclusive evidence tnat tnis retention is due to any

defective action of the kidney. Analysis of the

blood shows tnat chlorides do not accumulate in it and

the amount in the pneumonic exudate will only account

for a fraction of trie amount retained. On the other

hand, the fixed tissues show no diminution of their

chlorides, indeed it is not improbable that they con¬

tain more chloride than normal.

Regarding these facts as a wnole it -would seem

as if in acute fever the chloride of the fixed tissues

is increased at the expense of that in the circulation,

It is an interesting fact that experiment shows the

same thing to occur during the first period of chlor¬

ide starvation. Schenk (38 - 39) experimented upon

dogs and rabbits and found that on a chloride-free

diet the amount of chloride in the blood sank enor¬

mously during the first few days but soon began grad¬

ually to rise again until it almost reached normal

once more. The explanation which he gives of his

observations is that chloride passes first into the

tissues but that later on equilibrium is again

Distribution
of

chlorides

(1) in fever

(2) in chlor¬

ide starva¬
tion.
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established and the blood becomes richer again. It

would seem as if a very similar process occurred, in

fever. In that condition, apparently, the demand for

chloride by.the tissues is increased and the blood

yields some up, but in a prolonged fever equilibrium

again becomes established. The fall in the chlorides

of the blood in fever is, however, as we have seen,

never very great. It is difficult to believe that

the renal excretion is so finely adjusted that when

the amount of free chloride in -the blood falls even to

a fraction below normal the excretion of chloride

at once ceases altogether. Hence the view has been

entertained by some that in fever the cnloride in the

blood is in a different form of combination from that

of health - a form wnich the kidney is unable to ex¬

crete. Tne idea was propounded by Forster (41) that

the salts of tne body are to be regarded as falling
i

into two categories (1) salts which are unconibined

and circulate freely in the blood and (2) salts which

are firmly combined with organic substances in the

fixed tissues and also in the blood. He:found that

in animals which were put on a chloride free diet, the

chloride in the urine rapidly fell to a mere trace.

If food were withheld altogether for a day, however,
the chloride in the urine next day was considerably

Is the cnlor¬
ide in a dif¬
ferent form of
combination in
fever?
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increased even although the- diet was still salt free.

His explanation of this phenomena is, that in hunger

the fixed tissues are broken down and their fixed

chloride liberated. It gains access to the blood and

is excreted by the kidney. Rohmann adapted this view

of the chlorides of the body to explain, what occurs in

fever. He supposes that in that condition a great

destruction of fixed tissues occurs. The liberated

organic matter gains access to the blood and there

fixes on to the free chloride, so that the latter

enters into organic combination. To this view it may

be objected (1) that it presupposes that when the

fixed tissues break down in fever they do not carry

with them into the circulation enough salt to combine

with their proteid matter and, (2) that in any case,

even if the organic products of the metabolism of the

fixed tissues reached the circulation, they would not

remain unaltered but would break down; their fixed

chloride would be liberated and would then appear in

the urine.

Apart from the correctness of this view al¬

together, it seems desirable to ascertain, as far as

possible, whether the chlorides during fever are in a

different form of combination to that in which they

R&hmann' s

Theory
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occur in health. The formation of compounds between

proteids and salts is by no means uncommon and it

might possibly be the case that such were formed

during the altered metabolism of fever. If that were

so it would not be difficult to understand how color-

ides united in that manner would not easily be elim¬

inated by the kidney. The decision of this question

is by no means easy. It is almost impossible to say in

exactly what form of combination chlorides may be

present in the blood. I have sought to elucidate the

matter in the only way open. It is evident that if

such organic compounds of chlorides were to exist,

they would not be dialysable. Now, seeing that

chloride as it usually occurs in the plasma, is very

easily dialysable, we might, by comparing the effects

of dialysis on blood in health and in fever, arrive at

some idea as to whether the form of combination was

different in the two conditions.

I have not been able to obtain large enough

quantities of serum from cases of pneumonia to try the

effects of dialysis so I have been obliged to have

recourse to the pleuritic exudates which I have ob¬

tained from cases of pneumonia and which, as we have

seen, correspond almost exactly with the composition
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of blood serum itself. Tne method of procedure con¬

sisted in taking a definite quantity of the fluid

(25 c.c.) and placing it in a dialyser, the latter

being set in distilled water. The water was changed

at definite intervals and the amount of chlorides in

it estimated each time it was renewed. Dialysis was

continued in each case till tne dialysate was free

from salt .

Two typical examples are given below - one of

an ordinary pleuritic fluid - the other of a pleuritic

effusion from a case of pneumonia.

Pleuritic Effusion in a

Ordinary
Pleuritic Effusion

25 c.c, = 0.158 Na C1.
Na.Cl.in Dialysate

case of

pneumonia.
25 c.c . = 0.138 Na.Cl .

Na.Cl.in Dialysate.

At end of 1st or 80#
24 hours 0.130 of total 1st 24 hrs.0.091 dr 80#

2nd " 0.026 2nd 0.019

3rd « 0.0047 3rd 0.003

after this traces traces

Mere trace of Na.Cl in
fluid when removed from the

Dialyser

Traces only found in
fluid.

Equal proportions of sodium chloride therefore

passed through in the two cases in corresponding

Effects of

dialysis iii
pneumonic and
otner serum.



periods and at the end the original fluid in each case

was practically salt free. As far as tnese experi¬

ments go, they would indicate that there is no differ¬

ence in the nature of tne combination of the chlorides

in pneumonic and non-pneumonic blood, and nothing,

therefore, to indicate way the chlorides cannot pass

through the kidney. Of course, the method is not by

any means comparable to renal action. ' Even the elim¬

ination of sodium chloride by the kidney i's probably

by no means a mere process of diffusion but the use of

the dialyser is the nearest approach to a living pro¬

cess open to us. It may be, also, that the use of

blood serum itself and not serum which may be altered

in process of transudation would give a different re¬

sult but that5 as stated above, I was unable to procure.

There is, moreover, another argument against the adop¬

tion of the view that the chloride in acute fevers

goes into a different, and probably orgaftic, form of

combination which prevents its elimination by tne kid¬

ney. It has been found by Salkowski (43) that during

the course of acute fevers the amount of sodiuiQ ex¬

creted is markedly diminished,, the amount of potassium

increased. He gives tables from cases of pneumonia

showing the relative amounts of sodium and potassium

Results of

dialysis are

opposed to
the view that

the chlorides
are in or¬

ganic combin¬
ation.
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excreted prior to and after tne crisis. In the "pre-

critical period potassium surpasses tne sodium, after

tile crisis the reverse holds good. Now as sodium in

tne urine is chiefly combined with chlorine this would

indicate tnat there is a relationsnip between the re-
*

tention of cnlorine arid tnat of sodium - tnat, in

fact, the latter is retained in the form of sodium

chloride. Nor can we doubt that this is so. But if

the chloride is retained as sodium chloride tnat is

simply a retention of it in tne form in which it

naturally exists in the body and there is no longer

reason to believe that the chloride exists in the form

of an organic compound.

We are forced, then, to conclude tnat the kid¬

ney possesses a selective power by which it can cause

tne retention of salts in the blood whenever they tend

to fall appreciably below the normal amount and that

in pneumonia and to a less extent also in other acute

fevers this power is exerted because the blood has be¬

come poorer in. chlorides than normal chiefly owing to

withdrawal of the latter into" the fixed tissues. In

wnat form tne chloride occurs in the fixed tissues it

would be impossible to say. We have seen that there

is reason to believe that, it is retained in its usual

Salkowski's
observations
in sodium and

potassium in
fever.
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form of sodium chloride and it probably enters the

tissues as such. It is possible tnat the sodium

cnloride enters into a loose form of combination with

toe proteid constituents of the tissues - forming one

of the so-called 11 salz-eiweiss-verbindungen". One can

only speculate, also, as to the part wnich the chlor¬

ide plays in the fixed tissues. It may be that its

presence favours in some fashion tne rapid metabolism

of fever. Kast (44) has shown tnat in healthy dogs^

poisoning with carbonic oxide is accompanied by chlor¬

ide retention to some degree and a greatly increased

proteid metabolism is the result of carbonic oxide

poisoning (Fraenkel).

On the other hand, it is difficult to believe

that the presence of an increased amount of sodium

chloride is essential for an increased metabolism in

the fixed tissues. We have seen that the experiment¬

al production of fever does not lead to a retention of

chlorides. One could understand why, as was shown,

chronic fever is not associated with a retention of

chlorides, because with the lapse of time an eqxiil-

ibrium'would again have established itself. But even

all acute fevers in the human subject are not attended

by a retention of chlorides. It whs pointed out that
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malaria furnishes a striking example of this. In

that disease tne chloride excretion is actually in¬

creased during the febrile period. It has been

attempted by Terray, Schenk and otners to explain this

anomaly on the supposition that there is a great

destruction of red blood corpuscles during tne febrile

period of malaria and tn&t the increased amount of

chlorides is derived from that liberated from the red.
*

cells.

Kast (op. cit.) has shown that in dogs the,in¬

jection of Toluylendiamine is followed by an increased

excretion of chlorides in the urine. Tne validity of

this explanation is extremely doubtful. In the first

place the red cells* are comparatively poor in chlor¬

ides and any destruction of them likely to occur could

hardly appreciably affect the amount of chlorides in

the urine. Further, in one case of paroxysmal haem-

oglobinuria which I have investigated . I found no,

increased excretion of chloride during the paroxysm,

and tne same was true of the four cases of experiment¬

al haemoglobinuria in rabbits to which allusion hais

already been made. Kast himself admits tnat the

increased excretion which followed the injection of

Toluylendiamine was considerably greater than could be

"Why are chlor¬
ides not re- .

tained in
mal ari a?

Destruction
of red cells
not a satis¬
factory ex¬
planation
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accounted for by any destruction of red corpuscles

alone and tnat it must have acted in some otner way as

well. For my own part I think that the anomalous

benaviour of th,e cnlorides in malaria is to be ex¬

plained by the marked diuresis which occurs during the

febrile period of. that disease. This diuresis is

probably caused by the great contraction of the cut¬

aneous vessels which characterises the "cold" stage of

the malarial attack.. The increased excretion of

water carries with it the urinary solids and these are

all found to be increased, the chlorides amongst the

rest. The latter would, in tnat case, be prevented

from entering the fixed tissues.

If one were asked to summarise the results of

this investigation he might proceed as follows.-.

In all acute fevers (except malaria) there is a
H

tendency for chlorides to be retained within the body

but this retention occurs more persistently in pneii-

monia than in any .other disease. The retained chlor¬

ides do not accumulate in the blood. On the contrary,

the latter is somewhat poorer in chlorides than in a

state of health. This impoverishrnent o'f the blood in

cnlorides is only partially to be explained by the

passage of the latter into the pneumonic exudate. On
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the other hand, there is reason to believe tnat tne

chlorides enter into the fixed tissues. In wnat form

they exist in the latter it is impossible to say but,

as regards the blood at least, there is no evidence

that the chlorides during acute fever are in a differ¬

ent form of combination from that of health. It is

probable tnat the presence of an increased amount of

chloride in the fixed tissues is favourable to the

occurrence of rapid metabolic changes in the latter,

but that their presence is not indispensable to such

changes would be indicated by the absence of any

chloride retention during the febrile period of mal¬

aria and in acute fever experimentally induced in

animals,

It must be admitted that the results of our in¬

vestigation leave many clinical points unelucidated

but the chemical facts do not justify more dogmatic

conclusions. It will be evident to any one who has

followed the exposition of the subject wnich I have

endeavoured to give, that the question of the behav¬

iour of the chlorides in acute fever is by no means so

simple as one is apt to imagine. It would appear,

indeed to belong to the dark tnings of metabolism on

which, in the present state of physiological chemistry,

Summary
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we cannot yet reasonably nope for full light. I

trust that I have at least succeeded in dispelling

some of the mists which surround the subject and in s

doing may have cleared the way for more fruitful in¬

vestigations in the future.
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